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Abstract—In this paper we consider the application of per-
survivor processing and diversity techniques to a partial response
continuous phase modulation (PR-CPM) maximum likelihood
sequence estimation (MLSE) receiver design. In particular, we
consider practical implementation in a public safety narrowband
radio environment. Frequency pulse truncation and tilted phase
are used to reduce the number of states in the PR-CPM trellis
with little loss in real world performance. Selection, equal gain
and maximum ratio combining techniques are also considered to
assess the practical benefit in system deployment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Continuous phase modulation (CPM) maintains a constant
envelope and phase continuity throughout transmission. These
properties are ideal for wireless communications due to the
good spectral efficiency coupled with excellent power effi-
ciency [11]. Here, we consider partial response continuous
phase modulation (PR-CPM) using a phase shaping filter with
long correlation length. This lowers spectral side lobes, which
reduces adjacent channel interference (ACI) and improves
bandwidth efficiency [3]. This makes it attractive for narrow
bandwidth operations, which typify the technology used for
long range voice communications in the public safety environ-
ment. Unfortunately, PR-CPM has several drawbacks. Firstly,
the complex nature of CPM with long correlation length means
that conventional maximum likelihood sequence estimation
(MLSE) receivers are costly to implement [5]. Practically
this cost presents itself as memory, processing complexity
and therefore power consumption. Any implementation of
the receiver is sensitive to all these parameters. Secondly,
the fading associated with moving vehicles compromises the
reliability of conventional channel estimation techniques.
In this paper, we describe a design approach which allows
a simplified implementation of a PR-CPM MLSE receiver.
In particular, receiver complexity is significantly reduced by
utilizing trellis state reduction, via the tilted phase approach
[1], [8] and frequency pulse truncation [13]. Public safety
operations commonly occur at speed and operation in the
800MHz band leads to fade rates requiring more careful atten-
tion to this element of the receiver design. To improve receiver
reliability in a fading environment, a per-survivor processing
(PSP) based approach [10], [4] to channel estimation is used.
In addition, multiple receiver antennas and diversity combining
are used to further combat the degradation due to the fast
fading channel. The novelty lies in the integrated combination
of PSP and diversity techniques in a practical, reduced-state
PR-CPM MLSE based receiver design.
The paper is organized as follows. The transmitter, channels
and PR-CPM are described in Section II. The receiver design
is outlined in Section III. Simulation results are presented in
Section IV and conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an uncoded PR-CPM system. The single-h
CPM signal at time t is defined as [9], [12]
s(t) =
√
2E
T
cos [2πfct + θ(t; I) + θn] , t ≥ 0, (1)
where the phase state is defined as
θn = hπ
n−L∑
k=−∞
Ik (2)
and the correlative phase component is defined as
θ(t; I) = 2πh
n−1∑
k=n−L+1
Ikq(t− kT ), nT ≤ t ≤ (n + 1)T
(3)
which is specified by the correlative state (In−1, · · · , In−L+1)
consisting of component M -ary data symbols1 from the set
±1,±3, · · · ,±(M − 1). T is the symbol time, E is symbol
energy and fc is the carrier frequency. The phase response
affecting the phase transition over L symbol periods is given
by
q(t) =
∫ t
−∞
g(τ)dτ =
{
0, t < 0,
1
2 , t > LT
(4)
where g(t) is the frequency pulse, which is a smooth
pulse shape on the interval (0, LT ), normalized such that∫∞
−∞ g(t)dt = 1/2. L is the duration of g(t) in symbol periods
and h = m/p is the modulation index, where m and p are
relatively prime positive integers.
We consider a CPM system with L = 4 (ensuring a long
correlation length to reduce ACI), h = 1/3 (to conserve
bandwidth at the cost of energy), M = 4 (to ensure a good
1M is usually a power of 2.
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joint energy-bandwidth tradeoff) and a frequency pulse defined
as [15]
g(t) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1
G (sinc(λ(t− LT/2)/T ))
· (cos2(π(t− LT/2)/T/L)) for t ∈ [0, LT ]
0 elsewhere.
(5)
where G = 2.60731391 is a normalization factor and λ = 0.75
is a modulation parameter, such that q(t) = 1/2 for t ≥ LT .
Here, we consider both additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) and Rayleigh fading channels. The received signal
at time nT for an AWGN channel is given by
r(nT ) = s(nT ) + e(nT ) (6)
and for the Rayleigh fading channel by
r(nT ) = h(nT )s(nT ) + e(nT ), (7)
where h(nT ) is the channel gain and e(nT ) is AWGN.
III. PSP-BASED MLSE RECEIVER DESIGN
We now consider the PSP-based MLSE receiver. The stan-
dard demodulator used for CPM is MLSE using the Viterbi al-
gorithm (VA) [1]. We consider PR-CPM with a response length
of L = 4 symbol periods. Then, each CPM encoded symbol
can be represented by a state S = (θn, In−1, In−2, In−3),
where Ik ∈ {±1,±3} and θn ∈
{
0, π3 ,
2π
3 , π,
4π
3 ,
5π
3
}
. Since
there are 64 combinations of In−1, In−2 and In−3 and 6 values
of θn, the resulting trellis has 384 states, which leads to a
complex receiver. We use trellis state reduction techniques to
reduce this complexity. In addition, we incorporate PSP into
the MLSE receiver in order to include the channel estimation
process. Finally, we add diversity combining to the receiver
allowing for multiple receive antennas.
A. Trellis State Reduction
Reduced-state schemes are used to simplify the imple-
mented trellis structure by exploiting in part the redundancy in
the trellis. The frequency pulse truncation technique of [13] is
used to truncate the frequency pulse of (5) used in defining the
phase response q(t). As the amplitudes of the tails of g(t) are
small, the resulting phase response can be truncated, thereby
simultaneously reducing both the number of trellis states and
the required number of matched filters, with little performance
degradation. As this truncation actually reduces the correlative-
state vector, it is a form of correlative state reduction [8]. In
addition, we use the tilted phase approach of [1], [8] to achieve
further complexity reduction. It is based on the decomposition
model of [11]. This transforms the periodically time-varying
trellis usually encountered in CPM into a time-invariant form
that typically has only half as many phase states as the original
trellis. It affects only the number of phase states and not the
number of correlative states. This combination of techniques
allows reduction of the numbers of both phase states and
correlative states.
State reduction is achieved via a three step approach. The
tilted phase approach is first used to reduce the number of
states to 192. This is followed by frequency pulse truncation
which further reduces the number of states to 48 by reducing
the number of correlative states. Finally, a further four-fold
reduction is achieved by applying a selective frequency pulse
excision process to obtain the final 12 state receiver.
1) Tilted Phase: For all CPM schemes, at any given symbol
time, the value of θn can take only p possible values, even
though the total number of possible θn values may be either
p if m is even, or 2p if m is odd [14]. When m is odd (as
considered here), the set of 2p possible θn values is split into
two subsets, with one subset used at even symbol times and the
other at odd symbol times [14]. In particular, at odd symbol
times, the phase state takes the values
θn ∈
{
0,
2πm
p
,
4πm
p
, · · · , (p− 1)2πm
p
}
(8)
while at even symbol times, it takes the values
θn ∈
{
πm
p
,
3πm
p
,
5πm
p
, · · · , (2p− 1)πm
p
}
. (9)
A proof of this is found in [14]. This results in a cyclically time
variant trellis structure with a period of 2 symbol periods [14].
This time variant trellis can be transformed to an equivalent
time invariant trellis called the tilted trellis [11]. The tilted
trellis is arrived at by applying the phase offset
υn = υn−1 − πh(M − 1) (10)
to “correct” the phase state values, where υn−1 = 0 at t = 0.
Here we consider m = 1, p = 3 and M = 4, resulting in
υn = −π and υn = 0 for even and odd symbol periods,
respectively. With this approach, the effective number of states
required to decode PR-CPM is halved in each symbol interval
without performance loss.
2) Frequency Pulse Truncation: Fig. 1 shows how fre-
quency pulse truncation is applied to the PR-CPM signal.
Fig. 1a, shows the effect of the phase response q(t) on the
transmitted signal for the PR-CPM (L = 4) encoding, starting
from t = 0 (current transmission) and tracing back through
the previous symbols. From t = 0 to t = −4T , the value of
q(t) increases from 0 to 0.5. This time span corresponds to
the correlative state of the transmitted signal, as described by
(3), which is defined by the three symbols In−1, In−2 and
In−3 immediately preceding the current symbol, In. This is
represented in Fig. 1a as the white region in the graph. For
t ≤ −4T , the value of q(t) remains constant at 0.5, and the
sum of all the symbols transmitted at and before this time
frame defines the phase state θn of the transmitted signal. This
is shown in Fig. 1a as the shaded region.
The precise implementation of frequency pulse truncation
relies on the particular shape of q(t). In particular, it can be
seen from Fig. 1a that at t = −3T , q(t) ≈ 0.5. Therefore, the
effect of the last symbol In−3 can be merged into θn. This
reduces the pulse time varying response length L by 1, which
reduces the number of trellis states from 192 to 48. Note that
this makes no difference to the allowable values of the phase
state θn.
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Fig. 1. The change in the correlative state and phase state upon application
of frequency pulse truncation. Note that this is equivalent to performing a
phase truncation as the phase pulse is simply the integral of the frequency
pulse.
It can also be seen that at t = −T , q(t) is small. Therefore,
we excise the effect of the symbol at t = −T on the correlative
state. The resulting phase response length or correlative state
definition is further reduced by 1, giving L′ = 2, which means
that the number of trellis states at each symbol time is reduced
to 12. The new states corresponding to the reduced trellis
are represented by S = (θn, In−2), based on which the VA
then decodes the signal. Fig. 2 shows the reduced 12 state
PR-CPM trellis. It also demonstrates the PR-CPM alternating
phase states feature discussed earlier. This approach is called
correlative state reduction, as the last element of the correlative
state vector has been merged into the phase state vector [7]
and the first element of the correlative state vector has been
ignored. The final appearance of the phase response and the
corresponding correlative and phase state are shown in Fig. 1b
as the dashed trajectory.
B. Channel Estimation using Per-Survivor Processing
We now consider the Rayleigh fading channel and use PSP
[10] to estimate the channel in the MLSE receiver. In a PSP
receiver different channel responses are simultaneously esti-
mated along the surviving paths associated with each state in
the trellis of the VA. Each path maintains and updates its own
channel estimate based on the corresponding hypothesized
transmitted data sequence [10], [6], and that estimate is used
to calculate branch metrics only for that path. The existence
of individual gains for surviving paths means that each gain
estimate is confined to the particular survivor path, along with
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Fig. 2. Trellis example of the reduced state PR-CPM receiver.
its error. Unlike conventional MLSE, if the gain for a particular
surviving path is corrupted with noise or distortion, then the
rest of the surviving paths may not be affected. As decision
making is based on the best surviving path, this error tends
not to propagate through the decoding sequence. Further, as
the gain is estimated based on the previous surviving paths,
in general, the more reliable the surviving path is, the more
reliable is the associated channel estimation. Hence PSP is
suitable for time-varying channels and achieves significant
reduction in the effects of error propagation. The drawback
of such PSP-based MLSE receivers is their computational
complexity as channel estimation is required for each survivor
path rather than requiring only one global channel estimate.
It can be shown that the correlation function between the
received signal r(t) and the tentative decoded signal s(t),
corr(r, s), is a noisy estimate of the channel gain. Hence we
can obtain a more accurate estimate of the channel gain by
reducing the noise component of the correlation function. This
can be done by averaging, possibly in a weighted manner, N
successive estimates to obtain a better gain estimate, where
the choice of N is based on the Doppler spread.
In this paper, a least mean squared error estimate of the
channel gain is used. We assume a Jakes’ Doppler spectrum
and estimate the channel gain as the weighted sum
h(nT ) =w0corr(r, s) + w1h((n− 1)T ) + w2h((n− 2)T )
+ · · ·+ wNh((n−N + 1)T ), (11)
where wT = [w0, w1, w2, · · · , wN ] is defined by the Yule-
Walker equation [9]
w = R−1y p. (12)
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The (i, j)th component of the covariance matrix, Ry , is given
by
Ryi,j = 2γsJ0
(
2πfd(max)T (i− j)
)
+ δ((i− j), 0), (13)
where fd(max) is the maximum Doppler frequency, γs is the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the channel and J0 is the zero
order Bessel function. The cross correlation vector p (of length
L) has ith component given by
pi =
√
2γsJ0
(
2πfd(max)T (i + 1)
)
, i = 1, · · · , L.
(14)
This takes into account the speed of fading, and weights the
successive estimates accordingly. The weighted sums provide
channel gain estimates for each surviving path, which are
incorporated into the branch metrics given by
B(nT ) = Re {r(nT )h∗(nT )s∗(nT )} , (15)
where ·∗ denotes complex conjugate and Re{} denotes the
real part. By setting the weights w = 1, we obtain a simple
average, which can be used, but leads to inferior performance.
C. Diversity Combining
We now look at the impact of receiver diversity through
the use of multiple, Nr, receive antennas. Three standard
approaches to diversity combining are considered, namely
selection combining (SC), equal gain combining (EGC) and
maximum ratio combining (MRC). For selection combining,
the strongest received signal from one of the antennas is
chosen as the received signal. PSP is performed using the
selected received signal.
EGC and MRC perform PSP on each received signal stream
prior to actual diversity combining. EGC uses a phase coherent
unweighted linear sum of the received signals. The required
phase estimates are directly provided by the PSP process.
MRC uses a phase coherent weighted linear sum of the
received signals [2]. The weights are the ratio of the channel
gain magnitude to the noise energy [2]. Hence, MRC requires
both the estimated channel phase and magnitude from PSP. As
both EGC and MRC perform PSP on each received signal, they
have higher complexity than SC. PSP of the received signal
streams can be done in parallel to avoid increased latency. Due
to PSP providing full channel state estimates, EGC and MRC
have similar complexity.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We use simulation to evaluate performance. Nwin = 10 was
chosen as the decision depth in the VA as it resulted in very
similar performance to large depths such as Nwin = 30. SNR
is measured as bit energy, Eb, divided by noise power spectral
density, N0.
Fig. 3 shows the bit error rate (BER) performance of the
reduced state MLSE receiver in an AWGN channel. It can be
seen that there is a slight degradation in error performance as
the number of trellis states is reduced from 192 to 48. This is
expected as an approximation is made in the frequency pulse
truncation process, and thus, a small extra error is introduced
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Fig. 3. MLSE receiver performance using 12, 48, 192 and 384 states on an
AWGN channel.
into the decoding process. Similarly, the state reduction from
48 to 12 states also leads to a further small error performance
degradation. As there is only a very small degradation in
performance it is clear that the significant effects of the
correlative state are retained.
The BER curve for the PSP-based MLSE receiver in a
fading environment is presented in Fig. 4 for averaging length
N = 5 in (11) and Doppler frequencies of 5Hz, 40Hz and
80Hz. Note that a longer integration length would result in
better channel estimation and slightly improved BER. As
expected, PSP using a weighted sum significantly outperforms
PSP with standard averaging and no PSP at Doppler frequen-
cies above 5Hz. Performance could be further improved by
adaptively changing the weight coefficients based on mini-
mizing the error in a mean square sense. This is the approach
used in [16] for linear modulations.
The BER performance with diversity combining is shown
in Fig. 5 for a Doppler frequency of 80Hz. As expected, MRC
provides the best performance followed by EGC and SC. The
largest gains are obtained by increasing from 1 to 2 receive
antennas.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The paper has described a practical design for a PSP-
based MLSE receiver for PR-CPM which is applicable to
public safety narrow band deployment around the world. The
modulation described here is characterized by a long impulse
response. Nevertheless, state reduction has been successfully
applied which minimizes the resources required for DSP or
FPGA implementation whilst maintaining excellent receiver
performance in the mobile environment.
Diversity has also been examined and the results show the
deployment of diversity can substantially improve the faded
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performance assuming the diversity channels are sufficiently
de-correlated. The integration of PSP with MRC is the key
practical advance in this work. As PSP provides channel
estimates and hence the diversity coefficients at each state
for each received signal component, diversity combining using
EGC and MRC have similar complexity, allowing the superior
performance of MRC for negligible additional complexity.
Moreover, PSP resolves any phase ambiguities [16]. Spatial
diversity represents the obvious method of acquiring these
gains and modern public safety base stations are becoming
available with this capacity.
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Fig. 4. BER performance of 12-state PSP-MLSE receiver using standard
averaging and weighted sum compared to that of the MLSE receiver without
PSP in Rayleigh fading channel. Symbol time T = 1/6000. Doppler
frequencies 5Hz, 40Hz and 80Hz.
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Fig. 5. BER performance comparison for 12-state PSP-MLSE receiver using
no diversity (CH1), dual (CH2), triple (CH3) and quadruple (CH4) diversity
systems in Rayleigh fading channel at Doppler frequency of 80Hz. Symbol
time T = 1/6000.
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